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ABSTRACT

“Smart growth” strategy as a new urban development theory originated from United States as a way against urban sprawl. However, urban sprawl also threatens China’s urban spatial expansion process on certain extent. In this research, the issues come from spatial layout, and construction land structure is irrational in Lanzhou City, so the main purpose is to find an appropriate development trend for future development. The result should push forward an influence on introducing Smart growth theory into China’s planning system as well as assist Lanzhou city get a better development direction.

A survey of developing urban growth model with raster analysis function under GIS software based on smart growth strategy to simulate several visual scenarios. Noteworthy, a simple questionnaire contributes to ranking the relative principles in Smart growth for measure the weight in each scenario, and those scenarios emphasize economic efficiency, environmental preservation and social equity respectively. After a series of evaluation between different scenarios and general plan in 2020, the final output should select a scenario which either involves the implication of smart growth in urban spatial development or suitable to the actuality of Lanzhou city.

Satu kajian dibuat untuk membangunkan model pertumbuhan bandar dengan fungsi analisis raster dalam perisian GIS berdasarkan strategi pertumbuhan pintar untuk mensimulasikan beberapa senario visual. Perlu diberi perhatian bahawa soal selidik mudah menyumbang kepada penarafan prinsip-prinsip relatif dalam Pertumbuhan Pintar untuk mengukur berat dalam dalam setiap senario, dan senario-senario tersebut menekankan kepada kecekapan ekonomi, pemeliharaan alam sekitar, dan ekuiti sosial. Selepas beberapa penilaian antara senario-senario yang berbeza dan pelan umum pada tahun 2020, output akhir harus memilih sama ada melibatkan implikasi Pertumbuhan Pintar dalam pembangunan ruang bandar atau bersesuaian dengan keadaan sebenar Bandar Lanzhou.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

In the past century, many parts of our physical environment were getting a gradual outward migration from urban area to rural area and becoming metropolis eventually. In 2008, it was the first time the number of urban population exceeded the rural areas. The United Nations predicts that by 2050, the number of urban dwellers will reach 70% of the global population. (http://www.godeyes.cn)

With the progress of human civilization, subsequently, it is an unstoppable process that most of cities are involved in growth with different type and extent. However, if we know the connection between urban growth and smart growth concept, to face up to urban growth can be a challenge, an opportunity rather than a disaster for human beings, and this research tries to evaluate the trend of urban
development based on smart growth concept. Furthermore, the research formulates a development scenario with regards to finding a sustainable mode for future development.

1.2 Background of Study

Recalling the past few years, the view of the Earth has been constantly changing as human beings’ development, some images which were shot in different time periods can reveal the impact of cities around the world due to the large population migration and intensive urbanization.

![Figure 1.1: The urban expansion in Las Vegas, Nevada, the United States, from 1990 to 2010 (Source: Made by U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Earth Resources Satellite, 2012)](image)

Figure 1.1 demonstrates that Las Vegas has already extended to the desert under the pressures of increasing population. The construction and operation is a challenge for humans, such as to meet the water needs from residents.
The global population explosion accelerates urbanization and urban sprawl, as a result, a lot of urban areas are already expanding into the surrounding countryside, and urban sprawl is often directly linked with serious environmental consequences (Bo, 2008). Because the expansion of the city inevitably destroys wildlife habitat, aggravates energy inefficiency, and increases the dependence on motorized transport, many urban issues emerge into people’s view (Freudenberg, et al., 2005).

Undoubtedly, urbanization as a key process is in progress in most of the developing countries. China is a typical country which has experienced a very drastic urbanization since 1987, and all the cities are full of enthusiasm to be a mega city which means consuming more resources and bringing more power into play (Yue, 2012). So, under the authorities and citizens’ great ambition, every city goes into a competition mechanism with each other and is becoming increasingly intense. As a result, urban sprawl comes to our view, for pursuing GDP growth and depending on car very much, outward spreading of a city and its suburbs forms a high segregation between residential and other uses growth. It brings a series of serious drawbacks which make many negative impacts on urban development.

We can discuss those existing and potential issues into three aspects. Firstly, from economic efficiency aspect, for government, urban sprawl leads to a large number of land resource wastes by the inefficient urban land utilization rate. For citizens, they suffer from an increment of tax imposition due to increased investments in infrastructure and utilities. Secondly, from the view of ecological protection aspect, urban sprawl increases vehicle-dependency and leads to air pollution and traffic congestion which damage public health and decrease people’s life quality. Moreover, over-exploitation and unreasonable develop natural resource will lose a lot of agricultural land and open space. Thirdly, in the social equity aspect, the wealth gap between the rich and the poor become more and more wide,
community lose its vitality by crime and poverty (Freudenberg, et al., 2005).

All in all, those cities are facing up to an ordeal from fast development, how to solve the problems become more and more urgent. The linear city under a unique urban form which if suffer from urban sprawl will be heavier than other urban forms (Yang, 2009). Because the distribution of the city may create more distance in the travel, people need to spend more time and energy with vehicles to reach their destination in daily life. This study takes Lanzhou city as an example, to explore a way of making the city’s development more sustainable in the future.

Any research cannot be in progress without concept to support. Since this study focuses its efforts on finding a useful way for urban growth, the main considered concept is “smart growth” which idea was introduced in the U.S. against urban sprawl specifically. Smart growth concept was mentioned by environmentalists and planners in early phase, compared with new urbanism, and it is more concerned with overall environment. This research not only shows respect to traditional planning ideal, but also to integrate urban development into the ecosystem, human life quality and society equity accomplishing a harmonious and sustainable development. What is more, in different manage level and field, smart growth also shows a good example to build mutual connection. So this concept may lay a scientific foundation for the future development of Lanzhou city.

1.3 Problem Statement

This section presents issues of this study, it is the reason why this study should be conducted, and there are two issues exist in Lanzhou city as below:
1.3.1 Urban Area is suffering from An Uncontrolled Growth

According to the statistic data from Lanzhou city statistic department on built-up area (2010), Lanzhou City is almost going to finish the existing 1670 square kilometers of urban land. Figure 1.2 shows that one of the most significant phenomenon is the floodplain and the river park which planned in the first version of the master plan was substituted in the second edition to agricultural land and cultivation base, and keep changing to construction land in the third Edition. Obviously, reserved green corridor and ecological construction land have being gradually eroded while ecological space is undermined. On the other hand, Figure 1.3 shows that Lanzhou city has oriented itself into 4 functional districts at the beginning. However, as time gone, some districts had been already contiguous with each other and will form an entirety result of the physical isolation was destroyed eventually.
Lanzhou city is a typical linear valley city, to imagine the city is around 50 kilometers long only 1.8 kilometers in the narrowest area. Linear city has always distributed and extended in a strip shape. Naturally, the urban spatial shape is narrow and small with a weak sense of integrity. It means that once the city has unlimited expansion from east to west where along the direction of the Yellow River, this situation will be heavier and difficult to control than common urban sprawl, because people will waste more time and energy in such a long distance reaching to their destination in their daily life. Thus, how to develop in a rational way in the insufficient space for urban development become more and more crucial.

Nowadays, in Lanzhou city, the development is suffering from an unprecedented land shortage. With the rapidly economic increase year after year, the urban space, natural resources, ecology and different class industries are all involved in huge mountain, deep valley and small basin inevitably. Consequently, a high density population occupies limited land and traffic congestion has frequently
happened. Since the city has no way to grow, to find a way relieve the inner growth pressure is necessary.

1.3.2 The Current Urban Layout is Less Local Integrity

This issue is the reason which makes this kind of urban sprawl intensive and aggravated. In the four districts, each of them has distinctive characteristics which are so strong that neglect the development of other land use. Table 1.1 shows the basic land use in each zoning and highlight the main function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster name</th>
<th>Main function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheng guan</td>
<td>Lanzhou city’s political, economic, commercial and cultural center and main residential zoning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qi lihe</td>
<td>Lanzhou city’s railway hub, some light industries like machinery industry and textile industry and residential area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An ning</td>
<td>Education zoning, several universities distributed there, mixing some electronic industry, building material processing and some new residential area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xi gu</td>
<td>Heavy industry zoning, a spot of residential area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.4 shows the current master plan of Lanzhou city, we can easily find that the land use in the four districts are not comprehensive and unbalanced. For example, the yellow area stands for residential land use, and most of them concentrate on the urban center while few of them distribute on other districts separately. Moreover, except Chengan district land use is relatively comprehensive while other districts are single and simple. Based on smart growth principles, mix land use should combine of residential, commercial, cultural, institutional, or industrial uses, where those functions are physically and functionally integrated, and that provides pedestrian connections. However, here does not reach to the goal which make use of land intensively and reasonably while has a strong need of land and spatial expansion.
1.4 Research Question

In general, this research starts with the purpose which tries to find the answers about these questions below:

I. To what extent is Lanzhou city’s urban area spatial expansion sustainable?

II. How can the smart growth concept contribute to create an optimal development scenario in Lanzhou city?

III. Which kind of urban growth type is suitable for Lanzhou city to consider in the future?
1.5 Research Objective

Since urban sprawl has a heavy and undeniable effect to linear city, to know the current situation and changed tendency about Lanzhou city is very important. According to Lanzhou city’s comprehensive plan in which four districts which were decided previously, the general research aim follows the existing situation to go through and find an appropriate development trend for Lanzhou city and make the city more sustainable. In order to answer the research question and reach to the main aim, three research objectives are necessary.

I. To build scenarios for urban growth representing economic efficiency, environmental protection and social equity by questionnaire result.

II. To build on models for land use allocation that explains the urban growth by using several land uses as necessary inputs.

III. To evaluate the processed data based on smart growth principles.

1.6 Research Framework

This research follows four main steps to explain the structure which is shown in Figure 5.1. It stats from inputting defined issues and basic data and information, by using GIS software as processing tools and combine with other techniques to analyze the input. After that, the analysis result is evaluated with the help of conceptual and theoretical basis as well as both quantitative and qualitative view. At the end, the outcome is an optimal scenario in alternatives with justification.
1.7 Significance of Study

"Smart growth" strategy was thrown up with in the early 1990s in the United States in order to solve urban problems brought from spatial structure extension after suburbanization (Daniels, 2001).

In the United States, suburbanization was derived from the high income level had escaped from urban diseases, under the premise of improving the traffic conditions, as a result, suburban transferred from single residential function to multi-functions area.

However, the suburbanization in China is mainly created by the proliferation of urban fringe and where have backward infrastructures and utilities, as a result, the
unreasonable transportation flow leads to constructed area sprawl little by little.

Obviously, there is a remarkable difference between the United State and China in suburbanization which happened in a distinct way, motivation, as well as mechanically.

Despite all this, smart growth concept has advocated compact development, land use intensification, stressed on public transportation and set reasonable growth boundary as core principles. It is according with the development direction and goal in China. Thus, this study uses smart growth concept as a source of reference for formulation the scientific and rational strategy of urban spatial development in Lanzhou city, and it will bring a certain sense of inspiration and a good sample for future.

1.8 Research Organization

This study is divided to 6 chapters, each of these chapters will cover an aspect of the study; the deviation is as follow:

For chapter 1, the discussion is focus on overall view of this study, to address general issue and research objective and mention research question as well. At the end, a short description talks about study significance.

For chapter 2, a brief background covers the difference and similarity between the United States and China urbanization process. After that, to make a connection with smart growth strategy by reviewing its definition and application. Meanwhile, some case study reviews also contribute to the understanding of the methodology.

For chapter 3, it is more toward the research structure and methodology that
binding the thesis, this chapter also contains the tools and research methods used in data processing in this study. As a result, three intended scenarios will be built with the explanation in each step.

For chapter 4, is considering the solution of raised research question, it concentrates on support finding of the analysis with related literature review. The purpose of this chapter is to find the best scenario for Lanzhou city from alternatives.

For chapter 5, sums up the research finding and makes a conclusion to describe this study. In addition, come up with some recommendations regarding the research limitation and propose some potential possibility of this study in future research works.
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